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Freshmen Expected To Occupy Oak Hall During Next Week

The new sky jump which will center winter sports interest at the University will be open next Saturday, February 13. Much of the equipment taken over by the jump was done by N.Y.A. students. The first Maine college will be represented in the Intercollegiate Open.

M.C.A. Plans for Snow Modeling

Eighteenth Inch Trophy To Be Competed For Again This Year

The Maine Olympic Club will award its second Eighteenth Inch Trophy for Snow Modeling to the model having the most original and also the size: this latter model will be awarded a prize. The award will be made to the model the winner of the competition will be announced soon.

The following pledge reports have been received and properly recorded by the Intramural Council: Alpha Gamma Rho— Stanley R. Gates, James C. How.

The New Jump

The new jump which will center winter sports interest at the University will be open next Saturday, February 13. Much of the equipment taken over by the jump was done by N.Y.A. students. The first Maine college will be represented in the Intercollegiate Open.
LONG EAGANS

Leaping examinations are bringing only one desirable result to the instructor concerning them. This is the fact that they are testing the student’s knowledge. This can be done in any other way, which would be more definite, and understand when the student is required to give a single answer. As a result, the instructor is left to test the student’s knowledge.

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the University of Maine

CORRESPONDENCE

To the Editor of the Campus:

Dear Sir:

The primary purpose of honorary fraternities is to encourage educational interests. This is a phase of college life, but it is not a general trend, because in this university, after all, we come to college, mostly, to learn and educate; and we use it to manufacture, most of our products, which are not to be used as honorary fraternities. College has its social aspects, which are more cognitive, and where many of us live and socialize. These honorary fraternities are of the educational type.

The purpose of examinations primarily lies in the taking of it, but in the preparation for it. It is a sure indication that the communications from Dean Olin S. Ford have been with a distinct respect for the students of the University of Maine, who have to maintain high standards it cannot be justified.
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**BEAR FACTS**

By Bill Saltzman

Basketball here again... The twenty first basketball season opening at Maine is in two days. Maine has a strong Slate of opponents. The season opening is in Memorial Gym. Both the Bears and the Wildcats are about even in playing ability in a past game.

Our perennial opponent, Southern Vermont is a tough one. The Bears are a little bit stronger in the front line. The varsity basketball fun wing again into another season. The fresh men will play a game against Light Smoke.

The Voice of Experience... The man with the million dollar throat insists on a light smoke.

"My voice is my career. It has inspired more than five million people to confide in me their personal problems. "The Voice of Experience" verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process."

**NOTICE**

Reserved Seats for the Maine-New Hampshire high school football game are being held for faculty members and high school students. In order to secure your reserved seats, however, the holders of these tickets should advise the Maine-New Hampshire Game Committee of the University of Maine that they wish to hold them for their use on Saturday evening as a co-feature at the Maine-New Hampshire game. Left tickets should submit same to Mr. Pierce in the Treasurer's Office at least two days before the game.

The Photography Club will hold a public exhibition of prints on Thursday from 7:00 to 9:00 o'clock in Wagner Hall. Students and members of the staff are invited to attend. Among the visitors to the Carnival was Leon Green, former Pale Blue skiier who starred for Maine at the Fort Fairfield and Dartmouth winter carnivals two years ago. Now, non-working as a C.C.C. camp warden, Tom will be able to come back and enjoy the games.

The College of Agriculture has been reorganized. Dr. C. H. Harrison, successor of the late Dr. J. A. Cathcart, Dr. E. R. Hitchner, Professor Harold Swift, Professor T. B. Hall, of the University Health Service, has been appointed to the position of Dean of the College of Agriculture.

**GOING TO THE BALL?**

Of course you will want that newest wave individually styled for you at the Buffam Beauty Shop.

**KAYO saved the day**

A CHURNING flood had taken out the telephone line from the lodge to the town. Rescues couldn't make it because of quicksand—wouldn't cross elsewhere and bring the line back because of destruction.

The Kayo's master had an idea. He went upstream, crossed, came back and whistled. Kayo jumped in—even across with a cold look in his eye. With this cord, the wire was soon pulled over—communication was restored.

A small lesson. But it typifies the ingenuity which helps Bell to serve men and women to give you the world's most dependable telephone service.

**BELI TELEPHONE SYSTEM**

**Bates Freshmen**

The Bates Freshmen basketball team which will have the Maine posture tomorrow evening as a co-feature at the Maine-New Hampshire game. Left to right, Roger Whitney, t.; Frank Hoverson, c.; Phil Rogers, g.; Walt Holehouse, c.; Howard Kenney, t.
Sports Team
Fourth at Hanover
By Bob Hussey
Confronted with the toughest opposition in the catching of Rabbit Bob Hussey, Confronted with the toughest opposi-
tion in the catching of Rabbit.